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A T13EORE’I’ICAL ~TVESTIGATIOhT OF HYDBX3DYNAIIIIC LIIPACT LOADS ON
SCALLOPED-BOTTOM SEAPLANES AND CONWAIUSONS WITH EXPER131ENT

By BENJAUIX 311r,w1rzKs

SU3131ARY

.IH. nrdytical method is presented jor calculating the hydro-
dynamic impact loads and motions experienced by seaplane
jfoats and hulls with scalloped (fluted) bottoms. The analysis
treuts cerfical impact at zero trim in addition to the niore general
problem o-f the step impact Oj a seaplane at posit ire trim where
the .fiight path is oblique to the keel and to the water surface.
.41.w considered are the transformations required to represent
impacts into u’ares.

The unallysis, utt ich is equally fipplicable to jloats hating
crow sections qf any shape, considers that the jiow about an
~rnmersing planing bottom occurs largely in. transverse jfo w
planes which are normal to the keel. The equations of motion.
are uv+tten in general terms and require the determination of
the rirtual water mass as a J unetion oj the depth of peneiraiion
(~f the keel into the jlo%’ planes. On the basis of a simple
edension of H’agnerfs ezpanding-p[ate analogy, equations are
presented whereby the sect~orb characteristics, which determine
tht )irtual mass, may be calculated jor any giren jfoat shape.

In order to il[u.strate the appliea bilit y oj ~fle analysis to
practical problems, time histom”es oj the applied hydrodynamic
load hare been calculated for spefl_j’ic impact conditions and are
compared u~ith Langley impact-basin test data obtained in
.vmooth and rough water with a double-scalloped-bottom sea-
jda ne jioat WAich is representative of current com mercia[ and
.wrm”cetypes.

IXTRODUCTIOX

Investigations conducted by the A’ational .<dvisory
Committee for .$eronautics during the past several years
Ilavc indicated that. current seaplane design specifications
are inadequate and that more rational means are required
for predicting hydrode~amic loads. In orcler to provide
further information on the problem of impact Ioads, an
analytical and experimental research pro=gram is now in
progress at the Langley impact basin, the theoretical phase
of which has resulted in the investigations presented in
references 1 and 2, which deal primarily with V-bet torn
fioats.

The present paper extends the geneml in-restigatio~ to
incIucle an analytical method for calculating the loads on
scalIopecl-(fluted) bottom floats, w-hich is also applicable to
floats and huHs of other shapes. Interest, in this problem

was occasioned by
of seaplane floats

failures in the course of semice operations
wltich had successfully \;-i&stood static

tests in excess of design requirements.
The analysis deri~es the equations go-rerning the vertica~

impact of a fioa~ at zero trim in addition to those for the more
general problem of the step impact of a seapIane at positive
trim along a flight path inclined to the water surface. The
approximations necessary to represent impacts into wares
are also com~idered. The equations of motion are written in
general terms and require the determination of & section
characteristics, which define the variation of virtual mass with
penetration, for the float under consideration. Based on a
sirnpIe rnodfication of Wa=mer’s expanding-plate analogy,
equations are presented from which the section character-
istics may be calculated for any gi-ren float shape.

In order to illustrate the degree of applicability of the
method, the resuIts of cakulations for se~eral specific impact
conditions are presented in the form of hydrucl=ynamic load-
time histories and are comparecl with corresponding impact-
basin test. data obtained in smooth and rough water with the
float shown in figures I and 2. This float, which has a double
sca.lIoped bottom and con-rentional lines> is representative
of current commercial and service tvpes.

FIGrRE I.—new of swdhped-bottom seaplane float tested fn the Langley impact basin.
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FIGCRE 2,–Lines of scalloped-bottom seaplane float tested in Langley impact basin.

SYMBOLS

coeflkicnts in shape matrix for inner sctillop
coefficients in sht=ipematrix for outer scallop
coefficients in series expansion of u for inner scallop
coefficients in series exp~nsion of u. for outer scWop
mpcct ratio of immersed part of float
wetted semiwidth at any staiion along lied
resultmtj force
acceleration due to gravity
length of forekjdy

O
total mass of seaplane ~

virtual mfiss at ~ny station

( ““)
impact load factor —~

9
longitudinal distance from a. given flow p]ane to

foremost immersed point. along keel
time after contact

d{/dt

()‘xpar’siO1’ ‘at’io dcjh

vdocity of flomtr
local fluid velocity

T“w trawktional velocity of wave
U’ total Freight of seaplane

t distance pardlcl to keel

T transverse distance from axis of symmetry

i- pcmetmtion of any moss section measured normal
to keel from undisturbed water surface

x horizontal distance

Y trans!.-crse distance from axis of symmetry (coin-
cident with ~)

draft at skp measured normal to water surface
; angle of dead rise

‘r flight-path angle
6 angle of w ve slope with horizonta.I

P mass clensity of wa,ter
7- trim angle
Subscripts:
o initial eondit,ions
Ch at instant of chine inmmrsio~
e effective
h horizontal
n normal to keeI

P pardel to keel
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T resuItant
.s for cross section at step
.Qk at instant of “sister keekon” immersion
~, verticaI
C(L[C calcuktt ed
mod modified

ANALYSIS

\\leu a long narrow shape such as a keeled seaplane float
or flying-best hull penetrates the sun-ace of a large stationary
body of w~ter, the primary flo;v of the neighboring fluid tends
to occur in transverse planes (reference 1) which are essen-
tially perpendicular to the Iength of the body, as contrasted
;vith the largely longitudinal flow in the case of high-aspect-
ratio wings. lD the present analysis the flow planes in the
water are considered fixed in space and oriented normal to
the axis of the body, the effects of end losses and lorigit.udinal
components of flow being included M an aspect-ratio correc-
tion. This approach simplifies the problem, especia~y
Ivhun the keel Iine of the float is not parallel to the surface,
since it. permits the flow in any giveu plane t.o be consid-
erwl a purely two-dimensional phenomenon independent, of
all other flow pIanes.

The BON-process within a pa.rticukw flow plane begins
when the keel of the float passes through the water surface
and penetrates the plane. At all times thereafter, the
momentum imparted to the water in the plane is deter-
mined soleIy by the increase in the fIoa.t cross-sectional
shape intersected by the plane and may be expressed as the
product of the virtual mass mw associated with the im-
mersed cross section and the veIocity of penetration into the
plane. In potential flow the virtual mass is determined by
the intersected float shape and m~y thus be considered a
function of the pene.trat.ion f_into the flow- pkme.

JVhen a seaplane contacts the water surface, the resultant
velocity is oblique to the keel. Thus, in addition to the
veIocity of penet.rat ion into the flow p~anes (normal to tk
keel), a Iongikudinal velocity component. of considerable
magnitude Kill also usually exist. In a perfect fluid, if the
float is of constant cross section, motion norrnaI to a flow
plane will not affect the growth of the intersected cross
section and its virtual mass. For an-y penetration the
momentum of the fluid in a given plane thus depends only
on the -relocity of penetration and is unaffected by motion
of the float parallel to its axis. This condition e.sists, how-
ever, only so long as the plane under consideration remains
in cent act with the float.. After the step has passed through
a particular flow- plane, the intersected cross section ceases
to exist and the pIane becomes pare of the downwash where
it remains, thereafter, independent, of the subsequent
progress of the impact. As a resuIt, the force acting on the
float is governed by the grow-th of the immersed shape and
the motion normaI to the keel, while the total momentum
lost by the float is distributed beiween the water directly
beneath the keel and the down~ash behind the step.

On the basis of the foregoing application of ihe virtual-
mass concepi, the follow~= sections of the analysis treat
the -rertica.l immersion at zero trim of 9 float of constant
cross section, in addition to the more general problem of
impact at positi~e trim along a ffighb path inclined to the
-water surface. In both eases the weight, of the seaplane is
assumed to be balanced by the wing lift. MSO considered
are. the approximate Mmsformations required to represent
impacts into waves. The equations of motion presented
have generaI appIicabilit.y to any float shape regardless of
how the -rirtual m~ss ma-y be determined. A subsequen~
section of the analysis deals specifically with methods for
calculating the virtual mass for cross sections of arbitrary
shape.

IMPACT XORMAL TO THE WATER AT ZERO TRIM

The simplest impact problem is that of the vertical im- __

mersion of a prismatic float m-hen the keeI is parallel to the
-water surface. If mu is the virtual mass in any flow phlne,
the tot aI virtual mass is mJ, except for end losses. From
tests concl ucted with vibrating plates, Pabst (reference 3J
determined an end-loss correction to the virtual mass. This

factor may be written I –&4~ v-here .4 is the aspect ratio..
In the present problem, since the resultant. velocity is uorrnal
to the ~iwl, the same flow planes are in contact with the
float throughout the impact process and the initial momentum
of the float is at. all times distributed between the float and
the water clirectIy beneath, Therefore,

and

_ ~=
ii’[(+$+%%]

W+(’-aa

(1)

(2)

The determination of rnu ancl .4 as functions of tie pene-
tration, as weII as the solution of the equations of motion,
w-ill be discussed in a subsequent section.

OBLIQUE l&IPACT AT POSITIVE TRIM

In an obIique impact aIong a fIight path inclined to the
keel, because of the component of veloci~y paraLIel to the
keel, the same flow planes m-e not aIways in contact -with
the float.. As a result. of the consequent loss of momentum
to the domm-wash, the initial momentum of the float cannot
be considered distributed solely between the float ancl the
water directly beneath the keeI, as -was assumed in arri}ing
at equations (1) and (2) which therefore appIy only when the
resultant velocity is normal to the keel.
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Figare 3 is a schemati crepresentation of the obIique imp-
act of a scalloped-bottom float at positive trim. The. motion
of the float may be referred to the coordinates ~, q, ancl
{, which are parallel and nornMI to the keel, or to the
coordinates z, y, and Zj which are parallel and normal to the
~vat[’r surface. The point ~rhere the step first contacts the
\vater surface is take~ as the origin of the hitter coordinate
system. In figure 3, f is the depth of penetration of the keel
(measured normal to the keel from the unclist urbed water
surface) into a given flow plane which is fixed in space.
Wile f may be considered attached to the fiow pkme, the
dimension f,, on the other hand, is a measure of the penetra-
tion of the step and mo~-es with the float. The draft at the
st [’p s is a projection of ~s no-ma] to the water surface. In
an oblique impact, therefore,

;,== & ~72ta~~~ (3)

In any flow plane the virt aaI mass is mu. In the ffow plane
at, the step, the virtual mass is designated row,.

On a two-dimensional basis, the moment urn imparted to
he fluid in any ffom plane is m,,j ds.

x,=2

/—-—-—-——————————————..
/’

Differentiatiol~ of the

f+ =x

moment um determines the force cent.ribt.] t.ecl by a given
plane

dF= (mw~+~ k.) ds (4)

For a keeled float at positi~e trim, if the small ef~ect of
the scalIops ou the aspect. ratio is neglected, A is ccmstan~
during the. impact, and equal to tan /3/tan T, where. 13is the
average dead-rise angle (fig. 3), so thtit[he aspect-ratio

~%n T
correction factor is 1——2 tan @“

Integrating aIong the

length gil-es the totaI force on the ffoai normal to the keel:

Since $= tan 7,

where

(5)

—.

I
>-cc7km A –A

FIGURE3.–Immersion of scalloped-bottom float.
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During the impact the trim angle and the wing lift are
assumed essentially constant, the latter being eqwd to the
weight of the seapIane TIT. Therefore, application of
Sew-ton’s second law yields

[
–:: =h’ ? ~~rsrW?~+&nG, 1 (6)

For a float of constant cross section,

Thus, the equation of motion may be written

“.?
<-m ~~

_L—
~–tl:l ~’

f

(7)

KqT ~() ‘“$d~’
Since, for a prismatic float immersing a frictionless fluid,

the reaction in each f!ow plane is nornml to the keel, the.
total force is normal to the keel. As a resuIt, there is no
longitudinal acceleration and the -relocity component paral
M to the keel $ is at aIl times constant and equal to it
initial magnitude 17P. Thus, differentiating equation (3)
gll-es

.. ..
f =[% (8

Applying equations (3) and (8) permits equation (7) to
be rewri~ten as follows:

Integrating equation (9) and substituting the relationship
between ~ and j-, gives

and

(lo)

where

For convenience in comparing the t.heoretim.I results with
e.xperimenta.l data obtained in laboratory testing, the fore-
going equations may be rewritten in terms of the coordinates
relative to the water surface. From figure 3 it can be
readiIy seen that

{=XSiU T+i COS T (11)

and

~=xcosr–isinr

= k7P= ~7k0COST—~7,0Sh r (12)

Gmbining equations (11) and (12) gives

~= --&+ 1--, (13)

w-here

KI = ~’p tan T

Ditlereutiating equation (13) gives

Substituting equations

~=~,– E
Cos 7

[14)

(13) and (14) in equation (7) yields

and equation (10) may be written

-where

(

I 1
~=K1 COS T

J’,O+KI COS F—i+-Kl COS T)

Under certain contact conditions the penetration

(15)

(16)

Of the
float may become sufEcientIy great to require the determina-
tion of the effect of chine immersion on the later stages of the
ii-me history. The foregoing equations are valid throughout
the impact process and are equaIIy applicable after the
chines have become submerged.

As the float penetrates a particular flow plane the virtual
mass ~creases Untfi the CMWS reach the water surface, after

-which the. virtual mass may be assumed to remain constant
ancI equal to its maatitude at the time of chine immersion.
Thus, after chine immersion has occurred the preceding equa-
tions may be applied -with the following substitutions:

Appendix .1 contains ~orking equations for the two types
of impacts treated in the preceding analysis in a form directly
suitable for computation. The determination of the virtual
mass is based on a method presented in a subsequent section

of the report, which is applicable to float cross sections of
any shape.

IMPACT IN ROCGH WATER

As a first approach toward the calculation of hydrodynamic
loads in seaway, the preceding analysis may be applied to
rough-water impacts if the initial conditions are defied
relative to the wave surface. For trochoidal waves with large
length-amplitude ratio, the wave profile may be simulated by
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an inclined piano tangent to the surface at the point of con-
tact, which serves 2s the effective frame of reference for the
foregoir}g equations.

The preceding assumptions faiI to consider the internal
orbital velocities and displacem~)nts of the fluid particles
within the wave and are therefore approximate. .itbest, the
procedure shouId be applied only to imparts where the floa~
contacts the w’al-e zbout half }vay between trough and crest
for those cases rvhcre thetrimis cquaIto or greater than the
slope of the wave.

The initial effecti~-e horizontal velocity (parallel to wave
slope} is given by

1‘~,,= ( l“),.+ T’m)cos 6’—1700sin @ (18)

and th~ initial effective vertical wIocity (normal to wave
slope) is

~~reo= (1’~0+ VW)sin H 1’00cos R (19)

where 1‘wis the tlranskt io~aI velocity of the wave anti O is
the angle of the wave slope with the horizontal. The effective
trim relative to the wave is

7.=7—6 (20)

With the effective initial conditions 1’,,, !“.,,l, ancl T. re-W‘
placing the smooth-wrater conditions 1’1,, 1,., ancl ~, Lhe
foregoing equations of motion may be considered to apply to
impacts into waves withk the restrictions noted.

For comparison with experimental data representing tile
actual vertical motion of the seaplane, the effwtive magni -
tucl es of the vertical displacement z., -rerticaI ve~ocity ~.,
and vertical acceleration 2, calculated by application of the
foregoing equations may be converted .to the corresponding
components relative to the true vertical axis by the
rclaiionships

2= I’,Ot+ (z, —T’CeOf)(l—tan T8tan 0) cos 0 (21)

2= 1’,,,}+(4.– V,,O)(1 –tan rg tan 6) cos e (22)

RIld

;=:e(l–tan r, tan 0) cos e (23)

DETERNll NATION OF THE VIRTUAL hfASS

The preceding equations of motion h~.ve been written in
general terms and are applicable to any float shape; however,
before practical impact solutions can be obtained for a specific
float, the virtuaI mass of the cross-sectional shape under in~~es-
ti,gation must be dekrmincd as a function of the penetration,
Because of a number of mathematical obs~acles, a rigorous
determination of the flow about such immersing shapes is
quite difficul~ and general so]ut ions have not been obtained.

ln the specific case of the V-bottom, where the immersed
cross-sectional shapes in a.given flow plane are always similar

and the flow pa Ltcrns at different degrees of penetration may
be considered models of each other, the virtual mass can be
determined from the results of an iterative solution mmIe by
Wagner (reference 4) to calculate the force on a V-shape of
18° dead rise immersing with constant velocity. The results
for the particular case of 18° were extended to other dead- “
rise angles by the equation

()Y= ,$– 1 ‘plrrf‘

The virtual mass corresponding to this equation may be
evaluated quite simply by recognizing tha[, for conskml-
vclocity penetration, the force is due solely to tllc increase
in virtufd mass accompanying the enkwging flow pfittcm and,
according to equation (4), is given by ~&. By equating
Wagner’s force equation with the quantity ~ fiw and integrat-
ing, the corresponding virtuaI mass for t11(IV-shape is found
to be

In reference 1 a comparison of this value with plani~lg
data for V-ho ttom floats having diflemni dead-rise cmgles
indicated that an empirical factor of 0.S2 should bc applied
to the virtual mass. The introduction of t-his factor gives
a moclifi.ecl.wduc for the virtual mass

(24)

Applying equation (24) therefore permits Lhc fore’e on a
two-dimensional V-shape immersing wit}~ variable vcdocit,y
to be determined M

(25)

k the case of more complicated cross sections, however,
such as those of scalloped bottoms or floats with chine flare,
the immersed shape in any flow plane may vwy quite irregu-
larly with penetration, thereby precluding the use of equation
(24) for the determinatio~l of the virtual mass. In view of Lhc
present kick of a more exact solution for thu flow shout
immersing curved or scalloped cross sections, the expanding-
plate anaIogy proposed by W abgwr in references 4 and 5 mt~y
be appIied. This approxinmt ion awumcs that the momcl~t um
of the fluid disturbed by an immersing sha pc is equal to that
of the fluid on one side of an expanding plate in submerged
mo t.ion having the same }-eIociLy as the immersing shap~’.

The substitution of a flat plate of varying width for t.l~e
actuaI shape is based on the conc!epL tlmt. the primary dis-
turbance of the fluid about an immrrsing form talws pltcc
in the immediate vicinity of the surface anti is due largely
to the expansion of the we~kd width. Thus, the virtual mass
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of an immersing cross section may be taken equal to half the
value for a pIate in submerged motion: narne~y,

~

where c is the semiw-idth of the efl’ective pkte.
(h] this basis the problem becomes one of determining how

the effective width of the plate varies as the actuaI cross
stwtiou immerses. This ~ariation may be considered one of
the section characteristics of a given float shape.

Calculation of section characteristics. —Earl~ attempts to
approximate the virtual mass of V-shapes chd not consider
that. tl.w water rises along the sides of an immersing body
above the level of the original surface and simply assumed
that the ]ridth of the equivalent plate was equal to the. width
of the actual cross section in the plane of the undisturbed
~vater surfa~e. In impact caIculatious, neglect of the rise in
determining the \-irtual mass may lead to erroneous results,
esp~ecially in the case of scaHoped bottoms or floats -with
refiexwi chines -where, under certain conclit ions, infinite loads
may be predicted on the bask of this assumption.

In order to ronsider the increase in wetted width arising
from the disturbance of the free surface by the penetration,
it may be assumed, m in references 4 and 5, that the fluid
p.artick at the surface move -vertically upward and, differ-
ences in clevztion being negIected, that. the \-elocity distribu-
t ion at the surface corresponds to tkt in the phme of a. fiat
plate in submerged motion. By integration of the clistributed
v~kmities, the equation of the free surface, the rise of the
water in the vicinity of the immersing shape, and the result-
ing wetted ~~idth may be determined. Because of the sim-
plifj-ing assumptions in~olred in this proceclure, the calcu-
lated -raritition of wetted width with penetration may be
improved by the application of a simple modification sub-
sequently discussecl.

Ou the Imsis of the foregoing concepts, the equations for
determining the section characteristics are derived by con-
sidering the increase in wetted width in a given flow- plane
CIUFto the disturbtince of the free surface. Figure 4 is a
schematic representation of a scalloped cross section in the
process of inmwrsion. The genera! equations governing the
tmtire immersion process may be derived by considering the
situation at some time after the sister keelson has become
submerged.

Thi’ }setted semiwidth (determined by the intersection of
the disturbed free surface and the cross section) is denoted
by c. The local normal velocity z1,reIat.ive to the float, of a
particIe in the free surface at a distance ~> c from the axis of

~{(q, t)=r(q, ttk)+ /blq sirl ;—62T %1;

,Kee!

FIGKTW4.—Syrnbofs and detitions for analysis of immersion of WIIOPM cross section.

symmetry is gken in terms of the _reIocity of penetration j
b-y the equation for the -relocity distribution in the plane of
a flat plate:

(’7)

At any iustant after initiaI contact, the verticaJ displace-
ment of the particle from the keeI is ~(q,t). (See fig. 4.)
At the instant of immersion of the sister keeison the displace-
ment is ~(~,t,k). At. any later time, therefore, the rise of the
free surface from the Iieel is gi~en by

(28)

Equation (28) may be eva.Iuated by considering c the
independent variable; thus

(28Eq

; —~r = u.(c) as a power seriesand expanding the ratio —dcjdt ‘de
gi~es

u(c)=b1+bzc+bsc~+b4d+bsci+ . . . (29)

The expansion is carried to five terms in order to pro~ide
sufficient accuracy for ttypicaI float cross sectiom.

Substituting equation (29) into equation (28a) and inte-
grating results in the equation of thti free surface with refer-
ence to the keel:

-F+

(30)
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.kt the fioat contour c=v; therefore} evaluating ecluation
(30) between the limits and substituting gives the dispkce-
ment from the keel of the intersection of the free surface
and the cross section:

[31:)

ThecoetIicientsbl, bz, . . . may beewluated by the solution
of the system of equations formed by the substitution in
equation (31) of the coordinates cl, .t(cl); cz, HC2); . . .

of severaI points chosen on the contour of the scallop.
be con~enient]y written in

and so forth, and

The coefficients determined by the solution of equation
(32) allow the calculation of u.(c) by equation (29). From
the definition of u(c), the relationship between the penetra-
tion of the cross section f (distance between keel and undis-
turbed water level at infinity) and the wetted width is given
by

.r=rsk+ J
clL(c)cic= r,k+bl(c-csk)+* (C’—c,kz) +

c,k *

from which the section charaet eristics may k compll [(’d,

The preceding derivation is general and applies to any
gi}-en scaIIop regardless of the shwpe or t.iw number of dk-
continuities comprising the cross section. Before the section
characteristics can be calculated for [he immersion of a given
intermediate Scallopj however, the free surface existing at the
instant of initiaI penetration of Lhat sdop musL bc deter-
mined by application of the foregoing equations Lo the pre-
ceding scallop.

.For example, in the case of a secoud scallop the quantities
{(C,, t,i) and {Sk must be, respectively, detwmincd for tIIo
time of sister keelson immersion from equations (30) and

(33) applied to the first scallop. This solution in turn re-
quires the evaluation of tlic toeffl(iellts for the first scallop,
a procedure which is very simpie si~lce the water surface is
initially flat and ~(ct, to) equals zero.

For convenience in appiicationj appendix B contuins
working equations from wIlic}l the section charactcrist iw
may be cli~ectly calcuh~ted for CM:)l scWop of a doul}ic-
scallopecl float. The e(lufitions for. determining the sectio~~
chm~cteristics of the first scallop arc simiIarIy appliralllc to
float I@toms having chine flara and no discont illl]i~iw
between keel and chine.

The unmodified curves in figures 5 ant{ G reprcwnt tbo
section characteristics calcukt[:d for the cross section (station
SF) at the step of a conventional sca}lop(?{{-[}oLtoIn float, LIIe
shape of which has been determil~wi from t.al>k 1 aild figtlr(e z
and is also shown in figure 5. The sect ion chtrac terist ic.s
computed by the foregoing procedure may k improved by
the inco~poration of a simplf: moclificatio]~.

L4

f,p––- -–- .–– ------.–_

?
r.o

2
L0

;. .8 /

~ {

‘f .6 /r

;
%
k .4
3

.2-

0 .0!3 . [6 24 ..?2 ,40 .4% .!73
Norma! penetro~ibn, f or f~,i’~

FIGURE5.—Calculated section eharaeterktics fmriation of wetted semiwidth with l~enctra-
tion) for scalloped cross section,
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Modeification of section characteristics.—Because of the
comple.tity of an exact solution for the flow about an immers-
ing irregukr shape such as a scalloped bottom in the vicinity
of a free surface, the section characteristics have been
approximated by employing Ran~er’s expanding-pIat e
analo=~. In ~iew of the simplify~~ assumptions involved
in this method, the calculated results m&y be improved by the
introduction of a simple modification which results from a
comparison of the virtual mass calculated by application of
the flat-plate anaIoe~ to the case of the V-bottom with the
value given by the previously mentioned empirical correction
of the results of Wa=gner’s iterative solution for the same case.

It has been previously pointed out that calculations based

FLGL’~~6.—Calcukted ~ariation of u(c) with wetted semiwidth for WQpedcrwssection.

()
2pir’ ~’

on a value of the virtual mass equal to 0.S2 ‘— 1 ~ ~
2fl .

ha-re given substantial agreement with tests of a V-bbttom
float of 22~0 angle of dead rise (reference I). If this quan-
tity is interpreted to correspond with the virtual mass

‘~ orL one side of an effecti~e plate of width 2c, the

relationship between the semiwidth of the plate and the
penetration of the V-shape is given by

‘( )
~–l fc= ~0.82 2P

On the other hand, the applicfitio~ to the V-bottom of
the flat-plate analogy employed herein results in a somewhat
different variation of width with penetration; namely,

‘=(:’O’O’
Thus, for a given wetted width the pene-

tration calculated by the flit-plate analogy for a V-shape is

()?m2 $—1
times that obtained from the empiricaI

; cot p

correction of’ the iterative soIution.
In the case of an irregular cross section such as that of a

scaIloped-bottom float, the modification required to correet
properIy the section charwterist ics calculated by application
of the fiat-plate analogy is obvious~y a variable depending on
the shape am? penetmtion. In view of the present lack of a
more exact procedure, however, it is suggested that the pre-
ceding ratio be applied as a first approximation, ai least
untiI further refinements can be effected in the method.
The previously calculated curves of c and U(C) against c
therefore have been modified in accordance with the relation

:r— —

TABLE I

T.$BLE OF OFFSETS FOR SCALLOPED-BOTTOM FLOAT
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where ~ is taken as the average dead-rise angle (fig. 3).—-
The factor ~0.82, which has been omitted from the modi-
fication, is included m part of one of tile constants in the
equations of motion (appendix B). The modified section
chtmicteristics for the scalloped-bottom float investigated
are presented in figures 5 and 6.

By application of the relationship between the virtual
mass and the width of the equivalent p]ak (equation (26)),
the modified section characteristics for a particular float
can be used with figure 7 and the equations of motion given
in appendix B to c.alcukt.e time histories of the hydrodynamic
loads and motions experienced by the seaplane for as many
impac L conditions as may be desired.

APPLICABILITY AND I.LIMITATIONS

In view of the fact that the present analysis consickrs a
float of constant. cross section, there may be some question
as to the effects of the pulled-up bow and aftw%ody in appli-
cations to conventional floats. .Although the longitudinal
warping of the float may be taken into account by more
con~pIicaLed equations, it appears that, since con~-entiomd
floats and hulk are essentially prismatic for a considerable
distance forward of the step, the how will not cause any
important deviation of the loads from those calculated on
tile basis of constant cross section for normal impacts at
positive trim (reference 2).

The afterbody, on the other hand, may exert a much more
pronounced influence on the motion of the seaplane, par-
ticularly in laboratory testing where, as is sometimes the
case, the trim of the model may be fixed at very high positive
angles. Under such conditions the load is taken almost
entirely by the afterbody while the foreb.ody may not become
immersed to any appreciable degree until after the masimum
acceleration has been attained. .&t the lower trims associ-
ated with step impacts, on the other hand, the depth of

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 Lo /,2 [.4
Weff ed semiwfdfh,,c.,ft

FIGUBE7.—Calw1ated varfatfon of
J

“ ~,!dr, ~jth wett~ semiwidth for ~cdhP~
o cross section,

step, the kecI angle of the ufterbody, and the relativ[’]y
high Longitudinal velocity tipparentIy combine to sb.iolti the
afterbody so that iL carries very little load in comparison
with the forebody.

Similarly in flight impacts, even though t,he kukding
approach may be made at high trim, the initi~l contwt aft
of the step generalIy results in a downward pitching of thu
seaplane to the extent that t.be main impacL occurs at
reduced trim and corresponds Lo a forebody impact.. The
equations presented may thus bo considered{ to rcprcscnt,,
appmximat ely, free-flight imps cts at high trim if the initial
conditions are taken to correspond with those OLthe begin-
ning of the main impact).

CONIP.41USON}YITH TEST DATA AND DISCUSSION

For the purpose of comparison with experiment, nmLion
time histories have berm calculated for several sets of initial
conditions corresponding to impact-btisin hmding trsLs in
smooth and rough water of a full-size scaIlopw3-boLton~ fl(N~t.
Reference 6 describes the Langley impaci kin and its
equipment. The alI-nletaI service float used in these tests
has underwater lines (see table 1 and fig. 2) very similar to
those of representative service and commercial types. In
aII cases} the compIete floaL, inc]ucling aftcrhody, was k!skd
at fixed trim with a dropping weight of 1350 pounds. wing
lift was simulated by the action of a pneumatic cylindrr and
cam system, which was designed to apply a c!onsttin L up-
ward force to the float equal LOthe dropping weight.

Figures 8 to 15 present comparisons between calculated
and measured time histories for various impact comiitiolls.
In the figures the accelerations have been converted to impart-
load factor ni, in multiples of the accekratiou of gravity.

8
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Timeoffer con ?OCt,t,sec
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IUGUBE8.—Calculate& and experimental time history of hytioa~namio iuqxmt lmd on
~w~op~d.bottornfloat.V@.iCaIimpwt; smooth water; 11’=13.%pounds; V%=UI.4 kd
per second; V~O=0 feet per second; r= O”.
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In figure 8 the calculated and expwimentaI variations of
load with time are shown for an impact normal to the water
surface at zero trim. k this case the test data were obtained
by means of a dynamometer truss having an estimated
natural frequency of the order of 100 cycles per second.
ThtI calculations were based on the modified section charac-
teristics presented in figures 5 and 6 and employed an a-rerage
forebody length of 6 feet to take into account the longitudinal
curvature in the bow region.

Since vertical drop at zero trim k the closest practical
approximate ion of a two-dimensional impact. and does not
in voIve a loss of momentum to the downw-ash, the ag-eernent
I)et}seeu the theoretical and e~erimental time histories for
this case may be considered a direct indication of the accuracy
\vith which the virtual mass has been determined. In
figure 8 the comparison indicates substantial agreement
throughout most of the time history and show-s the ~ev
sharp increase in load as the sister keelson penetrates the
Surface and a second peak of lesser magnitude at the instant

of chine immersion. .ti unexplained irregularity of the
osciUograph record, however, indicated a fluctuation ah
t=o.045 second which is not. predicted by the theory.

Figme~ 9 and 10 present time histories for an oblique

impact in srnootb water at 3° trim. The experimental data
for this condition, as well as for all other oblique imparts
presented, w-ere obtained by means of an ~’.~~.ik accelerom-

eter having a natural frequency of 21 cycles per second.
.Mthough the comparison in figure 9 shows good agreement
during the early stages of the impact, the accelerometer

FIGc_m9.—CaIculated snd experimental time Mstory of hytimmmic fi~rxt I@ On
smlloped-bottom float. smwth water; Tt”=13Ez poumds; VW=2.T7 feet per seead;
t’%=55.56 feet per second; ,=3”.

indicated a continuing increase in load beyond the theoretical
peak.

Nthough the response of the accelerometer to. the calcu-
lated impulse has not been ew-lusted, at Ieast some of the
o-wrshoot is belie-red due to instrument error or local vibra-
tion. .1 comparison in figure 10 of the displacement and
-reIocity time histories, measured independently by means of
a -rariable resistance slide wire, sho-ws good a=weement be-
tween the calculated and experimental time histories.

Ii an at.temp~ to emluate the accelerometer record further,
the measured acceleration time history was integrated
mechanically and the velocity variation thus obtained was
compared with the calculated ~elocit.y time history and that
measured by the sfide wire. The comparison Sho}ved that
the three wIocity variations agreed very well Up to the time

when the accelerometer record deviated from the theoretical
accelerations but that after this time the -relocity curl-e
derived from the accelerometer record indicated a more
rapid deerease in velocity than those shown by the theoreti-
cal and measured velocity time histories. On the basis of
this comparison it appears that the peak accelerometer
readings -were high and that the actnal accelerations -were
closer to those predicted by the analysis.

In figure 11, a comparison of the acceleration time histories
corresponding to an impact in smooth water at 7° trim and
medium fLight-path angIe indicates fa”wly good a=meement.
between the calculated and measured loads during the impact.
The theoretical cur~e closely follows the accelerometer record
and both exlibit the sIowIy rising load during the initial
stages of the impact, the rapid increase just before immersion
of the sister keelson, the reduction in the rate of increase of
load as the outer scallop becomes immersed, the occurrence
of matimum load at. the time of chine immersion, and the
steady decrease in load accompan.ting further penetration.

o .04 .08 .I’2 .16 .20 .24 .28 -=’---
lme atzer canibi~ t, sec

FmrrtB 10.—CsIeukted and experimental time histofies of verticrr motion during impact
of sedoped-bottom flwdt. Smooth water; W=13.X pounds; Via=2.i7 feet per se+mnd;
1“4=55.56 feet per second; .=3”.
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Fromm ll.—Calculated andexperimental time history of hydrodynamic impact load on
scalloped-bottom float. Smooth water; W=1350 pounds; V.0=6.96 feet per second;
l’~ =68.75 feet per second; 7=7°.

.4 simihm comparison is presented in figure 12 for another
smooth-water impact at 7° trim but at Iower flight-path
angIe. The agreement is fairly good except in the region of
maximum acceleration where the experimental data indicate
a sudden drop in load which is not predicted by the theory.
~lthough the behavior of the float denoted by the acceler-
ometer in this region wouId appear to be unlikely, because
of expwimenial inaccuracies, the source of the cliscrepancy
cannot be definitely determined at the present time.
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FIGURE 12.—Calculated and experimental time history of hydrodynamic impact load on
seallopeci-bottom float. Smooth water; W=13W pounds; 1’,0=3.04 feet per seeond;
I ‘b=55.2 feet per second; , =7°.

Time histories which have been calcukited for LWOcon-
ditions corresponding to impacts into waves w-e compared
with experiment i~ figures 13 and 14. In both cases t]le
wave length was 60 feet and the wave height was 2 feet,,
Figure 13, which presents data corresponding Lo w-r impact
at 10° trim, shows surprisingly good agreement with experi-
ment, inasmuch as the assumptions involved in the analysis
consider. the surface of the wave to be simulated by an in-
clined plane. In figure 14, which represents a rough-water
impact at 7° trim, the agreement is not quite as good beyond
the time of maximum acceleration.

o .02 .04 .(25 .08 ./0 .[2 .,f4 .[6
he afterconi+xfit,sec

FIGURE L2.-Ca1culated and experimental time history of hydrodynamic impact load on
sce-floped-bottom float. Rough water; TV=1350 pounds; I’w= 2.77 feet per saeond;
V&Q=49.3Ieet per secend; r=lOO; wave height, 2 feet; wave lengtfr, 60 feet; V-=12.27
feet per second; ff=3.4°.

In order to illustrate the manner in which seaway may
affect the applied loads, the ca.Iculated and experimental
data of figures 12 and 14 are combined in figure 15. ThQ
two time histories shown represent impacts made in smooth
and rough water under similar approach conditions and indi-
cate that for the specific conditions presented the ma.simum
load in rough water was somewhat more than three times as
great as that encountered in the corresponding smookh-wtkr
landing. Furthermore, the time required for the load to
reach a maximum after conLact was about twice as greafi
in smooth water as in the particular seaway conditions
considered.

Since the caIcuIatwl resuIts are based on a prismatic fore-
body, the compmisons with experimental data may be
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taken to indicate that, for conventional float configurations,
the warping of the bow is not important and that the effect of
the afterbody is small within the range of t-rim angIes believed
to be representative of the main forebody impact in flight
landings.

In connection with the behavior of the float during the
later stages of the impact, a further examination of the time
histories indicates that the measured reduction in load after
chine immersion occurred seems to be more rapid than that
indicated by the theory. While the anaIysis incorporated
the simplifying assump tion that after the chine penetrates
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F[,>c’Rz 1{.—Calcufated and experimental time hKiory of h.wlrodmc impact 10M on
%lloped-bottom fkat. Rongh water; W= 1350 pounds; ~“a=2.91 feet ~er second;
I-Lt=55.S4 feet ~er second; r=7°; ware height, 2 feet ware length, 60 feet; T.=14.29
fwt ppr second; 8=4°,

~Te ~ ffw ccntd5 t C =

FIGC’RE 15,—Comparkwn of calculated snd. erperimentsl time histories of hydrodynamic
[oad on smlIoped.bottom float for impkcts in smwth and rough water with similw flight
COndltiOm. W=1W3 pounds 7=7°

a given flow-p]a.ne the ~irtual mass in the plane remains
constant and equal to its magnifmde at the instant of chine
immersion, additional study may lead to a more rigorous
method for treating such immersion be~ond the chine.

Nthough it has bee~ pointed out that the local rise of the
mater should be considered in calculating the ~i.rtual mass,
use of the geometric shape of the float may suggest itseIf as
an approximation for the calculated section characteristics.
Time histories which have been computed on this basis are
presented in figures 13 and 14 where they are designated ‘(no
rise” in order to distinguish them from the solutions pre-
vioudy discussed -which are Iabeled ‘(rise. ” 4Jthough no
large discrepancies exist during the early stage of Lhe impact,
appreciable differences between the calculated resxdk are
apparent after immersion of the sister keekon. For other
conditions, even greater differences may be encountered. At
zero trim, for &Ctance, because of the instantaneous wpansion
of the intersected width, the assumption of a flat water surface
(no rise) leads to the cakuktion of intin.ite loads on the float.

In view of the fact that present information is not sufficient
to permit the determination of the conditions and shapes for
which the rise may be safely neglected, it wotdd appear that
the cfdcuIation of the seckion characteristics is desirable.
Since it is usually of interest to caIculate a number of impact
conditions for a given float, the additional effort required to
obbain the section characteristics should not be a serious
drawback.

CONCLUSIONS
An anaIysis was made to determine the hydrodynamic

impact Ioads experienced by scalloped-bottom seaplanes in
smooth and rough water. Mthough the a=wwmenb of the
calculated results with specific test data is encouraging, a
quantitative assessment of the method must necessarily be
restricted by the very limited experimental data available.
From such information it appears that:

1. On the basis of the analysis, which assumes that the
primary flow- occurs in transverse planes and that. the virtual
mass in any flow plane is determined by the mocli6ed section
characteristics, a fairIy good representation of the load-time
-rariation during immersion may be calculated for vertical
impacts at zero trim, as weII as for the more general case of
impacts at positive trim along flight paths inclined to the
keel and to the water surface.

2. The analysis maybe applied to approximate impacts in
rough water if the initiaI conditions are taken relative to the
wave sIop e.

3. For conventional float con6gurations no serious dis-
crepancies are introduced by neglecting the warped bow and
considering the float to have constant cross section.

4. For the trim angles which are believed to be representa-
tive of the main forebody impact in flight Iandings the after-
body seems to have Iittle effect on the loads..

MGLEY AIEMORIAL A-ERONAUTXML LABORATORY,

NTATIONAL lLDwsoRY (lOWiIITTEEFOR liERONAUmcs,

LANGLEY FIELD,JTA.,April16,19~7.



APPENDIX A

WORKING EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING SECTION CH.4RACTERISTICS

The section characteristics} which determine the variation
of the virtual mass with penetration into a given ffow plane,
may be calculated for any arbitrary float shape by means
of the following equations:

First scallop:

[u (c)1~.ner=al+aac-l- atcz+ W3+U5C4-I- . . . (Al)

and

r, c’
“k =a,c+a2; +ct3 :+a4g+a5 ~+ . . * (AZ)

The coef%cients a,, aj, . . . are obtained by solution of
the system of equaiions represented by

‘A4,1A12A13. . . A,n al”

1[

A21A22A23 . . . A2n a2

A31.A32A33 . . . A3C a3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A~IA.2.1ti . . , A~n an [

j-(c,)
{(C,)

= {(C3)

.,.

i-(cm),

(A3)

where

and ‘soforth;and ~where et,~(cJ are the coordinatesof

points chosen on the contour of the inner scallop.
The preceding equations are also applicable to floats and

hulls having no discontinuities between the keel and chine.

Second scallop:

[~(c)l.u,,,= h+ b+ tic’+b,c’-f-b,c’+.,, (A4)

and

~ (C+’)+* (C5— CW5)+ . . . (A5)

where

{8h=a1c,k+ a2~2+a3~+a4*+a5 $+” “ .

The coefficients bl, b!, , . . are obtained by the solution of
the system of equations represented by

122

‘BIIBIZB13 . . . B,. b,

1[1’ 1

[Aj_(c)]l

Btl B22Bis . . . Bzm bz [A{(c)],

B31B32B3$ . . . B3% b, = [A~(c)]$ (A6)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . .

-B,@m2Bm$. . . Bmn b, [Af(c)]~

where

and

and c,,
tour of the outer scaIlop.

The same method may be appIied t.o obtain similar equa-
tions for floats with ally number of sedlops or discontinuities
by determining the shape of the free surface fit the insttinL
of initial penetration of the scallop in question from the
coefficients for the scallop immediately preceding.

The section characteristics calculated by application of
the preceding equations may be modified in accordance with
the relation

; cot p

ctnod=— [Cult (A7)
——
2; 1

as previously discussed. The factor ~~ which has been
omitted from the modification, is included as part of one of
the constants in the equations of motion (appendix B).
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}VORKING EQU.4TIONS OF 310TION .4XD SOLUTION OF T131E HISTORY

Before pmticukn- solutions are undertaken to calculate the
loads and motions experienced by a specific floai for given
impact conditions, the modified section characteristics must
be determined by means of the equations presented in
appendix A. The section characteristics are properties of
the float and may therefore be applied to the calculation of
time-history solutions for as many impact conditions as
Inay be desired.

On the basis of the flat-pIate analogy

mw=0.82 ‘+ [C(~)]:,d @l)

w-here [c(~)]~ti is determined from the calculated section
characteristics as modified in accordance with equation (.<7).
The factor 0.82 is the empirical correction determined by
reference 1 }vhich has been omitted from the modification
and is included instead as a constant in the equations of
motion.

Differentiating equation (BIj

In the equations which follow, [C[r)]mod and [U(c)]mod til

be refe~red to as c and u, respecti~ely.

1>1PACT XORMAL TO THE WATER AT ZERO TRIII

.\t zero trim the \vetted area of the float in the p}ane of the
wwter surface is rectangular; therefore,

..4=$
and

Equations of rnotion,-If the foregoing expressions for the
virtual mass and the aspect ratio are incorporated, the
equations of motion (1) and (2) for an impact normal to the
water at zero trim may be writ~en as

;0f = (B3)
1+:(+*

and

where

&=O.82 ~

Time-history solution.—After the modified section charac-
teristics have been calculated for the float under considera-
tion by means of the equations of appendix A, specific
time-history soIutions of the ~ariables may be obtained
without recourse to step-by-step methods by the following
procedure:

(1) C’aIcuIate the constants from the initial conditions.
(2) Substitute successive arbitrary -ralue of the velocity

~s ~Qinto equation @3) to calculate tie co~~espon~g
values of c. For any value of c the rna=gnitudes of ~ and w
are tl~ed by the section characteristics.

(3) With the wlues of the variables calculated in step 2
soke equation (W) for ~.

(4) calculate a sufllcien~ number of simultaneous -dues
of displacement., velocity, and acceleration to define the
motion during the impact. (After some experience has
been attained in selecting the ~-elocities, only a relatively
small number of points need be computed for each solution.)

(5) Integrate the mmiation of l/~ with f to obtain the_
time after contact at which each combination of the vari-
ables occurs.

OBLIQUE 131PACT AT POSITWE TRIM

Equations of motion.—For the more general problem of a
step impact att positi~e trim aIong an oblique flight path,
incorporation of the foregoing expression for the virtual
mass kto equations (15) and (16) leads to

equations of motion:

and

w-here

and

the following

(EM)

[—

1 1
~=K1 COS T 1V,G+KI COS T—i+~i COS T

123
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After chine immersion has occurred,

cc= c8ch (B7)

and

(B8)

Time-history solution—For the generaI case of impacts
at positive trim, ik is not necessary to compute u since the
only section characteristics required are the variation of C*

J
C*

~vithf,and a plot of c82d~8against c,. (See fig. 7). After
o

the section characteristics have been cakulated for a par-
ticular float, time-history solutions may be obtained for as
m.my impact conditions as may be desired by a procedure
similar to that previously discussed:

(1) Calculate the constants from the initiaI conditions.
(2) Substitute successive arbitrary vaIues of the velocity

f

r,
&s V_,Ointo equation (B6), soIve for the value of cazd~~,

.0
and obtain the corresponding magnitudes of c. and ~, from
the curves. A calculated value of the integral greater than

J

‘C,,k
c.zd~, indicates that the velocity substituted corresponds

II
to a time after chine immersion has occurred and requires
the substitution of (B7) and (B8) in equation (B6). After

J
r.ek

chine immersion c,zd~ais a
o

calculateddirectlyfrom equation

(3) ~alculatez=~, cos~,

constant and r, may be

(B6) ,

(4) With the variables calctiated above, solve equation
for 2.

(5) After a sufficient uumber of simultaneous values of
displacement, veIocity, ancl acceleration to define the motion
during the impact have been calculated, integrate the varia-
tion of 1/~ with z to obtain the time after cent.acL a~ which
each combination of the ~ariablcs occurs.
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